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A massively parallel processor proves to be a powerful tool for manipulating large 
Poisson series. Assuming the series to be sparse, as in most problems of non-linear 
dynamics, they map into the computer one term per processor. The parallel pro- 
cessor then executes the basic operations in the free algebra of Poisson series over 
the field of real or rational numbers. We describe a prototype Poisson series proces- 
sor currently running on the Connection Machine. Timing the calculation of vari- 
ous expansions in the two-body problem demonstrates massive parallelism's potential 
for tackling the enormous ymbolic calculations customary in non-linear dynamics. 
1. In t roduct ion  
In computational stronomy, lunar and planetary theories belong to that select company of 
problems that challenge computers. Modern tlme-keeping requires an analytical solution 
for the gravitational problem in lunar theory to a precision approaching one centimeter. 
At this accuracy, the number of terms in the expansions would be enormous - hundreds, 
if not thousands, of times greater than in a semi-analytical t]mory. Planetary theories 
promise to be even worse. Despite the prospect of drastic simplifications offered by new 
mathematical pproaches, computational stronomers still face the specter of being buried 
under enormous ums and products of massive series. 
Parallel processing might offer some deliverance in the area of symbolic algebra just 
as it is beginning to tender relief in the numeric domain. Indeed, most operations per- 
formed on series turn out to be parallel rather than sequential in nature. When a series 
is multiplied by a scalar, the order of operation on individual terms proves immaterial 
since the result at any one term does not impose on the same product executed at any 
othar. The series acts like a chorus line: the multiplication is performed by the terms in 
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unison, all feet hitting the floor at precisely the same time. A SIMD (single instruction 
_.multiple data) processor provides exactly this capability. Let each processor hold a single 
term, and it will carry out scalar multiplications, partial differentiations and other cellular 
operations in its own little world, in time with its partners. 
Series operations like addition and multiplication might seem more difficult to render 
in parallel. Yet, a little attention to what we used to do by hand before we began writing 
serial DO loops soon reveals patterns of parallel behavior. Parallel versions of addition and 
multiplication rely critically on the ability of processors to communicate among themselves. 
Operations must ripple and multiply down the chorus line of terms so that the global result 
emerges from properly accumulated local computations. 
The problem of manipulating sparse polynomials on MIMD (multiple instruction multi- 
ple data) processors, either conceptual models (Ponder, 1988a; Roch eta]., 1987) or real 
machines (Fekken e~ al., 1989), has received much attention lately. The experiences of 
some researchers building prototype systems have led to discouraging conclusions (Pon- 
der, 1988b). In the face of these reports, it seemed prudent o test the potential of massive 
parallelism with a small experiment. We decided to build a prototype processor ealizing 
only basic operations and without striving for the most efficient code. It makes little 
sense to invest great time and effort in developing software which produces minimal im- 
provements over our most efficient algebraic processor on a serial machine. Should our 
prototype increase computation speed by a reasonable amount, say a factor of 5, then we 
might conclude that much more time, effort and creativity would produce a parallel sym- 
bolic processor running an order of magnitude faster than our speediest erial code. At any 
rate, let the reader beware that we present only an experiment in feasibility, and that we 
are satisfied with evaluating the potential of massive parallelism given the disappointing 
accounts published recently. 
The experiment at hand concerns the development of software, alive and running on 
the Connection Machine, which implements in parallel the abstract algebra of Poisson 
series. In reference to (Rom, 1970), the software tool described here is nicknamed MAO!! 
(pronounced MAO bang bang, after the fashion i which CM programmers denote parallel 
variables). Kepler's equation in the two-body problem provides a pragmatic test case. 
Assuredly, it is too involved to lend itself to strict estimates of computational complexity. 
Nevertheless, astronomers urgently need to decide whether parallel processing may speed 
the construction of theories in celestial mechanics. 
In this perspective, solving Kepler's equation to very high order constitutes a worth- 
while test problem for several reasons. First, the expressions involved represent the most 
common encountered in celestial mechanics - Poisson series. Furthermore, with a mini- 
mum of time and effort, the problem transposes to other symbolic algebra systems, not 
only for validating the results obtained on the parallel processor, but also to collect tim- 
ings for evaluating the performance of a massively parallel machine. Finally, the solution 
of Kepler's equation presents a clean example of the kind of restructuring required to re- 
cast a classical problem for parallel processing. Indeed, in the course of our programming 
on the Connection Machine, we discovered the theory of Lie transformations to be very 
well suited to solving implicit equations involving only one independent variable. This is 
notably the case for Kepler's equation. 
Using MAO!!, we expanded the eccentric anomaly as a power series by building the 
generator of the Lie transformation associated with Kepler's equation. The method of 
Lie transformations made it feasible to carry out the construction to order 30, an un- 
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usually high number by the normal standards of celestial mechanics, but one which is 
quite reasonable in the context of planetary theories. Having produced the generator~ one 
readily obtains by basic algebraic operations the functions of the eccentric anomaly first 
catalogued by Sir Arthur Cayley. 
Section 2 describes the architecture of the Connection Machine and how we made use 
of its particular features. Section 3, outlines MAO!!'s representation forPoisson series. In 
Sections 4 and 5, we detail the most interesting algebraic operations performed by MAO!! 
- -  simplification and multiplication of series, respectively. Our test problem, the solution 
of Kepler's equation, is introduced in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we present and 
discuss everal timing experiments performed with MAO!!. 
2. The Connection Machine 
MAO!! runs on a Connection Machine model CM-2 at the Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL). For an overview of the Connection Machine, the reader may refer to Hillls' Ph.D. 
dissertation (Hillis, 1985) and to Thinking Machines Corporation's technical summary 
(TMC, 1987). Nevertheless, everal features of the CM deserve comment as they affect 
critically the design of MAO!!. 
On the whole, scientific programmers may regard the machine simply as a collection 
of processors at the vertices of a hypercube Fl = B N where B is the set {0, I}. In a full 
CM-2, there are 216 processors; NRL has only a quarter machine with 214 processors. The 
processors are rudimentary bit-serial units each possessing a local memory of 216 bits. 
Instructions take two cperands of one bit each plus a flag bit, and return a one bit result 
plus a carry flag. The applications programmer, however, remains afely above the bit 
level since PARIS (parallel instruction set) provides arithmetic operations on integer and 
floating-point numbers, message transmissions between processors, and communications 
between the front-end computer and the CM. PARIS constitutes a kind of assembly lan- 
guage controlling the operations of the parallel processor at the lowest level accessible to
the user. 
A CM-2 application runs on a front-end machine; the parallel portions consist in send- 
ing PARIS instructions and data to the CM-2, and in retrieving data from the processors. 
Since the Connection Machine follows a SIMD architecture, all processors in the hypercube 
receive the same PARIS instructions. Programs i plement flow of control by directing 
sets of processors to sit out portions of the instruction stream. As detailed in Section 3, 
the scheme in MAO!! for storing different Poisson series in the memory of the CM-2 relies 
on this facility. 
Fortunately, scientists avoid the drudgery of assembler by coding in those higher-level 
languages which have been extended for parallel computation. The frQnt-end computer 
controlling the CM interprets or compiles the parallel portions of the high-level anguage 
into PARIS instructions. MAO!! runs on a Symbolics workstation, and was coded in 
*Lisp, a parallel extension of Common Lisp (Steele, 1984), along with Symbolics Flavors 
extensions for object-oriented programming in the front-end portions of the code (TMC, 
1988a; TMC, 1988b). As to be expected when working with innovative systems, it was 
often necessary to consult the *Lisp sources provided by the manufacturer - sometimes 
to clarify the documentation, at other times, to modify a *Lisp primitive to make it work 
under conditions not foreseen by the designers. 
As for the memory of the CM-2, the scientific programmer needs only to picture it 
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as a matrix of 2/v columns, each consisting of 216 bits. Every processor owns a column; 
what *Lisp calls a parallel variable (or pvar) constitutes a set of contiguous rows. On the 
management of processor memory by *Lisp and PARIS, little must be known beyond the 
general idea that part of the rows are handled as a stack for temporary parallel variables, 
and another part as a heap for global variables. Evaluation of nested expressions in *Lisp 
is correctly handled through the allocation and deallocation of intermediate r sults on the 
stack or heap according to the type of the pvars. 
Since MAO. T manipulates Poisson series with both rational and real coefficients, two 
observations are in order concerning PARIS arithmetic. First, PARIS handles, in prin- 
ciple, integers of arbitrary length, subject to the memory constraints in each processor. 
This is no luxury. For example, resolution of Kepler's equation in rational coefficients to 
order 30 involves fractions with numerators and denominators of 168 bits. This produces 
significant overhead at lower orders, since PARIS does not supply the kind of indefinite 
precision arithmetic found, for instance, on a Lisp machine. These shortcomings, along 
with the limited amount of memory per processor, enforced a practical imit of about 
180 bits for numerator and denominator when operating with rational coefficients. Sec- 
ond, floating-point operations execute ither in software or, when available, in the floating 
point accelerator. To appreciate the timing figures mentioned in the Section 7, the reader 
should know that all floating-point operations have been executed with the single precision 
accelerator in the NRL machine. 
For very large series, MAO!! exploits PARTS facilities which partition tile local pro- 
cessor memories into 2 "~ insulary components and, thus, make each processor appear to 
act as a set of 2 m autonomous virtual processors. The number 2 m is referred to as the 
virtual processor ratio. Earlier versions of PARIS forced the ratio to be specified at the 
outset of an application, all pvars being allocated in the same set of virtual processors. 
However, PARIS now permits virtualization at run time, with individual pvars, not the 
entire memory, allocated with various virtual processor ratios. Even more, PARIS allows 
pvars to communicate values among one another, irrespective of their virtual processor 
set. This software nhancement proved crucial in coping with Lhe tremendous explosions 
in the intermediate r sults when operating on large series. The rush of new features in the 
latest software release for the CM-2 has indeed rewarded a willingness to revisit algorithms 
and recode routines from scratch. 
Simplification and multiplication of series rely critically on the ability to establish 
various patterns of communication among procbssors. The CM-2 supplies two connection 
mechanisms. Given a pvar S and a pvar T,, ~eferred to respectively as the source and the 
target, how do processors transfer values from S to T? Wit, h the router, the programmer 
produces what amounts to an injection r : [0, 2 N) ~-+ [0, 2 N) so that any processor p
transmits S[p] -~ T[C(p)] for a write, or T[p] ~-- S[r for a read. Because r is not 
necessarily a bijection or permutation, collisions may occur: processors p and q such that 
r = r either read from the same source or send their message to the same target. 
PARIS provides various functions to combine colliding messages in the course of a write. 
In addition to the router, the CM-2 provides the grid mechanism, which is less flexible 
but more efficient. Conceptually, grid communication consists of two elements. First, 
there is given a decomposition of the hypercube 
F=B m~ xB m2 x . , ,xB  mn with ~ mi=N 
l<i<_n 
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into a product of n(_> 1) cubes. The grid address of a processor is the vector g = (gi)l<i<n 
of its Cartesian coordinates in the product set r .  Second, there is a pattern of communi- 
cation which consists of an integer vector o = (ol)l<i<n. Given these two elements, a read 
operation in the grid may be described as the move 
T[g] 0-- S[g + o] for all g e r ,  
and a write operation as the move 
S[g] ~ T[.q + o] for all g 6 P. 
MAOI! uses both communication mechanisms. Section 4 on simplification, for instance, 
demonstrates the interplay between router and grid communications among the terms of 
a Poisson series. 
3. Poisson series on the Connect ion Machine 
Analysis of nonlinear systems, especially in atomic physics and space mechanics, pro- 
duces formulas of a standard type termed Poisson series (Danby et a]., 1965). These are 
expressions of the form 
sin ~EI ~EK 
The summations bear on collections I and K consisting of vectors of integers ~ = (L1, ~2, 
...,Lm) and ~ = (~1, ~2 .... ,~n) which may be positive or negative; the coefficients C(~,~) 
may be in either the real or rational domain. Although it may contain negative xponents, 
a term like X{~X~2...  X~" is usually referred to as a monomial, and the letters )(1, )(2, 
9 . . ,  Xm as the polynomial variables. The letters A1, A2, . . . ,  A,~ constitute the angle 
variables. To avoid ambiguities, it is agreed that, in every trigonometric term, the first 
non-zero multiple ~ must be strictly positive. Poisson series satisfying this condition are 
said to be normalized. 
The set of Poisson series forms a commutative algebra over the ring of coefficients. 
If P and Q are Poisson series, then their sum and product, P + Q and P~,  are also 
Poisson series, and so is the scaled series ~P where ~ is a number. Algebraic closure 
properties make automatic manipulation rather easy when the elements in the algebra 
are represented in a standard canonical form, since closure implies that the result retains 
the standard form of the operands. Uniqueness of representation reduces the problem of 
simplifying expressions to manageable proportions. Simplification thus consists mainly 
in combining terms with the same characteristics, and compacting the series by omitting 
terms with zero coefficients. Both of these steps, as explained in Section 4, translate quite 
naturally into parallel algorithms. 
Most algebraic processors currently employed in celestial mechanics (Agnese, 1984; 
Barton, 1967; Broucke & Garthwaite, 1969; Danby et al., 1965; Kusmin, 1982; l~om, 1970) 
retain the format proposed by astronomers in their early attempts at manipulating series 
on electronically enhanced card reproducers. MAO!I was modeled after Dasenbrock's 
processor (Dasenbrock, 1982) because, beside being one the simplest and best documented 
systems of its kind, it is quite efficient. On one basic point of representation, however, 
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MAO!! breaks from Dasenbrock's model. Since PARIS allows the programmer to allocate 
integer fields of arbitrary bit length, MAOU operates more efficiently by representing 
integer vectors as packed integers rather than arrays of integers. If -2  a < xl < 2 a for 
every component of an integer vector z "- (x)o<:i<n, then the packed form of = is the 
unsigned integer 
O<_i<n 
of length (c~ + 2)n bits. MAO!! does not compute the sum z = = + y by adding pairwise 
the components of the operands, but rather by calculating the expression 
+ r - r 
where o is the zero vector. Guard bits reserved in front of the component subfields in r 
warn of possible overflows in the result. Paying attention to the order of the addition and 
subtraction prevents purious overflows. 
By far the most efficacious peed optimization in MAO!! ensued from efforts to force 
and cajole the *Lisp compiler to translate as much code as possible directly into PARIS. 
Those instructions not compiled must be transformed into PARIS at run t ime by inter- 
pretative *Lisp primitives, resulting in serious performance degradation. A novice CM 
programmer, spoiled by the powerful data abstraction of Lisp, easily overlooks the re- 
strictions placed on the *Lisp compiler by the hardware and software architecture of the 
Connection Machine. To force as much compilation of MAO!! routines as possible, it is 
most expedient to build into the code a few characteristics which describe the particular 
Poisson algebra for the problem at hand. These include the maximum number of series 
to be held in the CM, the number and magnitude of the polynomial and angle variables, 
and the type of the coefficients. When operating with rational coefficients, for instance, 
type declarations inform the *Lisp compiler of the sizes of the integer numerators and 
denominators. All of these characteristics appear as macro parameters in the code, and 
any modification forces a re-compilation of the MAO!! routines. This seems but a small 
penalty to pay toward the large advantage in speed of compiled over interpreted *Lisp 
code. 
In the front-end~ the Common Lisp structure (Steele, 1984, 305-315) displayed in 
Figure 1, holds the state of a Poisson series during execution. The Poisson series involved 
in a nonlinear dynamics problem are usually quite sparse. Therefore, on a serial machine, 
linked lists seem to be the most efficient way of organizing the individual terms (3efferys, 
1970). On the CM, however, a set representation proved most suitable. 
As shown in Figure 1, besides aname identifying it in the front-end, each series receives 
a tag to be hung on any processor owning one of its terms. Instead of allocating a parallel 
variable per series, all the series manipulated in a problem reside in a single parallel 
variable. 
MAO!! routines allocate free processors on demzmd in no special order, not even in 
contiguous blocks. Similarly, deallocated processors return to the free pool without costly 
garbage collection or compacting overhead. Everyone having some experience with the 
processing of large polynomials or series realizes what motivated this allocation scheme. 
Consider, for example, the product of two Poisson series of 2 s terms each. The result 
contains as many as 217 terms before simplification and usually as few as 29 terms after 
reduction. This multiplication requires that the 214 physical processors in NRL's quarter 
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(defstruct (poisson-series 
(:cone-name poisson-) 
(:constructor~a~ke-poisson-internal) 
(:print-function print-poisson)) 
name 
tag 
(no-terms O) 
unpacked-terms 
(changed-p t) 
(~sorted-p t) 
killsd-p 
Fig. 1. Header of 9 Poisson series in the front-end machine 
machine mulate 217 virtual processors, thereby cutting by 7/8 the local memory available 
to each virtual processor. MAO!! withstands uch tremendous explosions and implosions 
in the number of terms by minimizing the local memory demands in each processor during 
operations, and by managing the pool of processors with a minimum of fuss. 
Before a series enters an operation, MAOT! often needs to know the number of terms it 
contains and, thus, the number of processors assigned to it. To avoid repeated tallying, the 
front-end structure keeps this number in the counter no-tetras. When the user wishes to 
examine a particular series on the front-end, MAO!! decaches the terms of the series from 
the CM and places them into the array unpacked-tez~s. The relatively slow data transfer 
rate between the CM and the front-end iscourages the unnecessary fetching of series. The 
flag changed-p indicates if a series has been modified since it was last retrieved. To avoid 
redundant sorts of a series during the course of calculations, MAO!! routines consult he 
tmsorted-p flag. Finally, k i l l ed -p  warns that the series has been deallocated and may 
no longer be used in computation. 
A pvar of structures embodies the terms in Poisson series. Figure 2 shows how the 
different components of a term assemble into a structure in each processor. This structure 
refers to a packed term, since both the exponent and angle multiple vectors appear as 
packed integers. 
The structure packed-terra lies at the heart of MAO!!'s procedures for manipulating 
Poisson series. It should, therefore, be made as abstract as possible; among other things, 
packed-term should be independent of the values attributed to the macro parameters 
characterizing a particular Poisson algebra. This demand for generality, however, conflicts 
with the *Lisp compiler's demands for specifics concerning the type and sizes of operands. 
Speed being of the essence in processing very large series, MAO!E cannot afford the costs 
of interpretative code. Facilities added to Common Lisp for dealing with classes of objects, 
also called Flavors, provide an elegant resolution. In order to operate on packed vectors 
of integers, MAO!! defines a class of objects called a *Packer. Each *Packer object 
contains information characterizing vectors of signed integers and generates methods for 
processing them in the front-end Lisp environment. To operate on packed integers in 
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parallel, MAO!! builds two more flavors on top of *Packer: one for packed multiples of 
angles called Anglo-*Packer, and a corresponding one for packed exponents designated 
Exponent-*Packer. Once instantiated with a description of the packed arithmetic to be 
realized, the Anglo-*Packer and Exponent-*Packer generate methods for handling pvars 
of packed angles or multiples, complete with type and size information required by the 
*Lisp compiler. 
(*defstruct (packed-t erm 
(:constructor make-packed-term-internal)) 
(coeff 
(coeff ir lent-0) 
: type coefficient 
: cm-uninitialized-p t) 
(angles 
(*packer-packed-zero Angle-*Packer) 
: type angle-packed 
: cm-uninitialized-p t) 
(trig 
(cosine-~lag) 
:type trig-~lag 
: cm-unini~ialized-p t) 
(exps 
(*packer-packed-zero Exponent-*Packer) 
: type exponent-packed 
: cm-uninitialized-p t) 
) 
Fig. 2. A term of a Poisson series (packed format) 
The  reader will find in Figure 2 a minor illustration of this programming style so 
pervasive on Lisp workstations. The packed value of a vector whose components are all 
zero is not the integer 0 but 
0_<i<~ 
Rather than initializing the angles structure slot with an explicit value of.( for a particular 
n and a particular ~, the message 
(*packer-packed-zero Anglo-*Packer) 
queries the Angle-*Packer object for its particular value of ((n, o~). 
MAO!! handles arithmetic in the field Q of rational numbers in the same way. The 
flavor *qalu organizes afraction as a structure made of two slots, one for the signed integer 
numerator, and the other one for the unsigned integer denominator, without pinning down 
their sizes. On  *~alu, MAO!!  builds another flavor named Coefficient-*~alu which 
generates the arithmetic functions for rational number pvars comprised of numerators and 
denominators of particular sizes. 
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To complete the specification of a packed-term, the t r ig  slot contains a one bit field 
which encodes the trigonometric function applied to the angle variables. Following the 
usual conventions, a zero bit designates the even function cosine, a one bit the odd function 
sine. MAO!! considers a non-periodlc term to be a cosine term with all angle multiples 
set to zero. 
4. Simpl i fying Poisson series 
Since the concept of simplification in symbolic algebra encompasses a broad range of 
operations, it is instructive to first define exactly what simplifying a Poisson series means 
for MAO!!. 
The packed-term structure in Figure 2 may be recast as a sor t ing - ter~ (see Figure 
3) by viewing a term in a Poisson series as a pair consisting of a number Cp and of an 
unsigned integer I(p extending over the combined slots angles, t r ig  and exps. Hence, 
a Poisson series appears as a set F of pairs (K~, Cp) extending over a subset P of the 
processors in the CM. For any p E P, let [p] be the equivalence class of processors with 
like keys Kp. Let F' be the Poisson series made of the pairs (I(p, Dp), one for each 
equivalence class [p], where Dp = ~-':Je[M Cj r 0. Simplifying F consists in replacing F by 
F t . 
(*delstruct (sorting-term 
(:constructor make-sorting-term-internal)) 
(coeff 
(coefficient-O) 
:type coefficient 
:cm-uninitialized-p t) 
(key 
( term-key-O)  
:type term-key 
:cm-uninitialized-p t) 
) 
Fig. 3. A term of a Poisson series divided by key and coefficient 
Simplification is perhaps the most critical operation performed by a Poisson series 
processor. Strategically placed simplification operations dampen the explosions in the 
sizes of intermediate results, and the overall performance of a Poisson series processor 
depends critically on the speed of the simplification algorithm. 
Creating the classes [p] involves comparing terms, which MAO!! performs in parallel by 
sorting the terms over the keys Kp. The CM-2 is singularly fast in sorting long vectors with 
large components. Sorting being nothing but a permutation of data among processors, 
the operation presents no regular pattern of communication; therefore, MAOH rearranges 
the terms via the router. Having sorted the series, there remains to identify the processors 
that belong to the same subset [p] and to add their coefficients. This problem fits quite 
neatly with the CM configured as a one-dimensional grid P. The grid represents a path 
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through the hypercube II along which the processors are ordered by a Gray code of their 
cube address. This code is the grid address of the processor, and 7(P) denotes the grid 
address of processor p. The grid address organizes Poisson series not just as a set, but as 
a sequence of terms. A term (Kp, Cp) is said to follow a term (Kg, (7g) when 7(P) < 7(q). 
On the grid P, we say that a Poisson series is sorted if, for any p and q in P, 
7(2) < 7(q) ~ Kp <<_ Kq. (4.1) 
This ordering by grid address facilitates the movement of a sorted Poisson series to the 
origin of the grid in order to map subsets [p] of similar terms into consecutive processors. 
In the course of sorting, MAO!! must enumerate the processors spread throughout the 
CM which hold the terms of the series. Given a function F : P ~-* N, the enumeration of 
P according to F is a bijection PF : [0, n) *-+ P such that 
PF(P) < PV(q) ==~ F[p] < F[q]. 
For instance, if F is the function which associates with an integer p the processor whose 
cube address is p, PF is the standard enumeration by cube addressesj denoted by pp. 
For F -- 7 and F - K, we have respectively the enumeration p~ by grid addresses, 
and the enumeration pK by term keys Kp. The CM performs processor enumerations 
relatively quickly because these operations involve regular communications patterns and, 
thus, employ the fast scan mechanism rather than the less efficient router. It is readily 
seen that condition (4.1) is equivalent, in terms of enumerations, to the condition 
p;l(p) = p~(p)  for all p e P. 
This condition also suggests that sorting could be accomplished by a technique stan- 
dard in SIMD programming, namely by fixing a rendezvous between the set processors 
representing a series enumerated by grid addresses and the same set of processors enu- 
merated by term keys. The following thus constitute the main steps in sorting a Poisson 
series extending over a subset P of processors. 
1. The processors p enumerate themselves by grid address and create the pvar G for 
which 
G[i] = p~(1), for 0 < i < n. 
This means that, in the first n processors by cube address, the processor at cube 
address i receives the cube address of the processor with grid ranking i. 
2. The processors p E P enumerate themselves by key; in so doing they produce the 
pvar R where 
R[i] - PK (i), for 0 __< i < n. 
This means that the processor at cube address i receives the cube address of the 
processor with term key ranking i. 
Steps 1 and 2 establish the rendezvous. 
3. The first n processors send the cube address in G[z] to the processor at the address 
in RIll. That creates a pvar Q such that Q[p] = q, where p~}(p) = p~l(q). 
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4. The processors p now permute the terms usitlg the cube addresses in Q. Every 
p E P, sends its term Tip] to Q[p]. At the end of this step, the series is sorted since 
p;l(q) = p;l(q). 
Once sorted, the series stands ready for simplification. It is easy to translate a sorted 
Poisson series to the origin of the grid P. The translation transforms the subsets [19] of 
processors with similar terms into consecutive segments along F. A Boolean pvar S marks 
the beginning of each segment. The first segment begins at the origin of the grid; hence 
S[7(0)] = 1. Anywhere else in the grid, S[7(i)] = 0 unless I([7(i)] ~ K[7(i - 1)]. Note 
how the grid mechanism facilitates the comparison of keys in neighboring terms. Having 
determined where the segments [t9] begin and end, MAOI! proceeds to calculate the sums 
Dp by applying a parallel prefix reduction or scan to the pvar coef~. Obviously the 
prefix operator must be an add. At the end of the reduction, each C[p] contains the 
sum of all preceding coefficients in segment p. The operation proves very efficient since it 
takes O(log m) operations where m is the length of the longest segment. *Lisp provides a 
built-in scan operator for use with integer or real-valued pvars. To operate wiLh rational 
coefficients, however, required issecting some *Lisp routines in order to create a plus.scan 
operator for rational arithmetic. 
5. Mult ip ly ing Poisson series 
To simplify the exposition, analysis of the multiplication algorithm for Poisson series will 
proceed in two stages. The more fundamental problem of multiplying two polynomials 
comes first. Then, simple modifications to the procedure handle the case in which the 
coefficients of the polynomials are Fourier series. 
Whether the polynomials are in one or several variables proves irrelevant, since MAO!I 
packs the exponents into the slot exps of the structure packed-tez-m and handles them 
as the unsigned integer occupying that field. Basically, MAO[! expands the product of 
polynomials 
as the polynomial 
A(x)  = ~ nix '~ 
0_<i<m 
= 
o<i<n 
o_<j<n \o<i<m / 
and then simplifies this intermediate r sult. 
Taken from an operational viewpoint, formula (5.1) suggests that two pvars A I and B I 
be created at the origin of the grid F, A' to contain n consecutive copies of A, and B ~ to 
contain polynomial B in which each term is repeated m times9 
go a l   9  ~m-1  ao a l  , . ,  am- I  , 9 9 ao a l  
~o ~I  9  9  ~m- I  ~o  ~I  .  9  ~m- I   9  9 ~o  ~I  
bo bo ... bo bl bl ... 61 ... bn-1 bn-1 
, . .  am_ l  
 9  . O~rn- i  
. ,  , bn-i 
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Once the pvars A' and B 1 have been formed, the first m x n processors in P calculate the 
product in parallel by replacing the exponent c~p by the sum c~p + tip, and the coefficient 
% by the product ap x bp. The problem of multiplying two polynomials in parallel now 
reduces to two basic parallel operations on sequences, namely spreading a sequence m 
times, and copying a sequence n times. 
The algorithm for spreading a sequence flows immediately from its mathematical 
specification. A sequence u = (ul)e<i<n is said to spread m times into a sequence 
v = (vj)o<j<mr~ if 
v j=uL i /m ] for all O<j<mn.  
According to this definition, the procedure for spreading a pvar u should go through the 
following steps: 
1. Assuming that the processors owning the individual elements of u are scattered 
throughout the hypercube, rank them by increasing rid address, and use this rank- 
ing to move them into a pvar v at the origin of the grid F; 
2. Create a pvar r corresponding to the injection 
r  k ~ r  k in :  [0, n )~ [0, mn) 
and a segmenting flag 
such that c r ( i )=[  0 i f imodm:~0,  [0, ran)  fr Z(2) ( 1 i f imod m = 0. 
3. Instruct he processors with grid address i in the interval [0, n) to write their element 
b[i] to the same pvar but at the grid address r
4. Finally scan the pvar v to fill each segment as marked by ~" with copies of its first 
element. 
A sequence u = (ul)0_<i<m is said to be copied n times into a sequence ,, = (vj)o<j<m,~ 
if 
t/j ---~ Ujmodm for all 0 <: j <: ran. 
Of all the methods put to the test on the CM, the following one proved fastest. 
1. Spread the sequence u n times into the sequence v; 
2, Create a bijection 
r : i r = m x (i rood n) + Li/nJ : [0, ran) [0., ran); 
3, Instruct each processor in the interval [0, ran) to write its coefficient v[q into vie(i)]. 
The multiplication of Poisson series differs from the product of two polynomials in a 
few important details. As was the case for polynomials, MAO!] manipulates the Poisson 
series as if they depended on only one angle. Given two Poisson series A and B having 
respectively m and n terms, the first move will be to copy A n times in a pvar A' at 
the origin of the grid F, and similarly to spread B m times in a pvar B ~. As detailed in 
Figure 4, the product of trigonometric functions gives rise to not one, but two terms. As a 
consequence, A ~ and B' must be copied once again. So the intermediate r sult now involve 
2mn processors. In accordance with the addition theorem, MAO![ proceeds in this way: 
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COS X 
sin z 
cos y 
+cos(x - y) 
+cos(x +y) 
§ sin (m - y) 
+ sin(z + y) 
sin y 
{ - s in (z -y )  
2 +s in (z+y)  
! { +cos(x-y) 
2 -cos(z+y) 
Fig. 4. The addition theorem 
1. Processors with grid address in the interval [0, ran) change the sign of the packed 
angles in the terms of B I, and also change the sign of their coefficient if the term is 
a sine, 
2. All processors in the product change the sign of the coefficient in A / if both terms 
in the product are sines. 
. By virtue of the convention that the flag t r ig  in a term is 0 for a cosine and 1 for 
sine, one reads immediately from Figure 4 that the t r ig  flag of a product is the 
result of an exclusive-or on the trig flag of its factors. 
. MAOI! completes the product by overwriting the terms in X, i.e., adding in packed 
mode the exponents and angle multiples of B f to those of A I, and replacing the 
coefficient by the product of the coefficients of A t and B' divided by 2. 
5. The terms in A' must then be normalized and passed to the simplifier before being 
redistributed into the packed-tez'm pvar reserved for all the Poisson series. 
6. Cayley's Tables 
The most fundamental equation in astronomy, Kepler's equation 
E - e sin E = s 
relates the eccentric anomaly E to the mean anomaly ~ for a planet on an elliptical orbit 
of eccentricity e. Any function G(E) analytical in E in the neighborhood of E = g may 
be expressed as a series 
O(E) = + d d./-' [ ] 
.i>1 j! dg./-1 sin./s G(s (6.1) 
in the powers of e. Equation (6.1) is known as the Laplace formula. It is very well 
suited to a serial calculation, where the term at order j + 1 can be assembled from pieces 
retained after the term of order j has been computed. For a parallel calculation, we prefer 
to proceed globally, using the entire series G as truncated at order j to find what must 
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be added to it in order to produce the series G truncated at order j + 1. The use of 
Lie transformations (Deprit, 1969) in solving implicit equations is explained in detail in 
(Deprit & Deprit, 1989b), and application of the method to Kepler's equation is outlined 
in (Deprit ~ Deprit, 1989a). 
The method of Lie transformations has the great advantage of producing, in a system- 
atic way, the developments in powers of the eccentricity for many classical functions in the 
problem of two bodies. The method proves simple to carry out on the CM-2 with MAOI! 
as the Poisson series processor. Equation (6.2) gives the first few terms of the solution of 
Kepler's equation as obtained by MAOI!. 
E= 
+ esine ( 1 - 
+ e 2sin2g(  89  ~e 2 + 
4- e as in3s  ~ - t-~e 2 + 
+ e 4 s in4e ( 89 + ...) 
+eSs inSe(~ + ...) 
~e ~ + 19-~e 4 +. . . )  
+...) 
. , , )  (6.2) 
MAOH routines produced the soluLion to Kepler's equation and the expansions in Cayley's 
Tables to e 3~ - -  they are voluminous. To give an idea of the length and complexity of the 
developments, Figure 5 reproduces the terms of e 29 in the expansion of E. In his famous 
tables published more than a century ago (Cayley, 1861), Sir Arthur Cayley catalogued 
the developments of the following functions. 
= };, 
.{cos} 
(~)1 sin jje 
P 
log - 
a 
0<i<7 
0<5<7 
-5<i<4 
0<j<5 
I 
pp. 205-255 
pp. 256-303 
pp. 256-258 
The letters r and a stand for the radial distance and the semi-major axis, respectively. 
The angle f,  the true anomaly, is determined by the equations 
r cos f = a(cos E - e), r sin f = a x/1 - e~sin E. 
In order to grasp the style in which Cayley's Tables were computed, let us concentrate 
on the second set of functions (r /a) i cos j r .  To develop this family of functions, MAO!! 
first computes the factors separately according to the steps below. MAOH obtained all 
developments that follow up to degree 30 in ~he eccentricity. 
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e29 g 
1 
§ 30601861255040514307758489600000 Sin g 
129140163 sin 38 
197426745697337815859200000 
11920928955078125 Sln 5~ 
§ 14635087932080914095314829312 
1341068619663964900807" sin 7s 
- -  20oo05757o892982o647"75168oo(ioo 
§ 984770902183611232881 s in  9~ 
222967968042797603225600000 
_ 13109994191499930367061460371 sin 1 s 
21544421800842254737421107200000 
§ 1192533292512492016559195008117 8ii"I 138 
42536422529868641404651929600000 
-- 1539470708370208740234375 sin 1 ~ 
2746965366287266471739392 
§ 166,.?71132216868892512492~176176 sin 138 
42536422529868041404651929000000 
-- 1539470708370208740234375 8in J. ~ 
2746965366287266471739392 
Jr" 1667711322168688287513535727415473 s in  17~
293912381724235269285504614400000 
-- 33600614943460448322716069311260139 Sin ].O~ 
1051896945118315700600753356800000 
Jr" 173185820137589432516494811541 81n 21g 
1644632533959993982976000000 
_ _  5843211045545439551605946764725979847" gin 238 
28241146243937388918302834688000000 
88817841970012523233890533447265625 _:_ 25~ + 
_ 7509466514979724803946715958257547 sin 278 
51333915282493292190629888000000 
+ 3053134545970524535745336759489912159909 sin 2 8 
818,42841814939553085241614925824000000 
Fig. 5. The coemcient of e~9 in the exl~nslon of E 
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1. By Lie transformations, obtain eos(E - t )  and s in (E -  s 
cos(E -e )= ( 1 -  88 ~ 
+ ecost  ( - 88 2 
+ e 2 cos2t ( 88 _ ~':1~-2 
+e 3cos3e(   88  ~e 2 
+e 4cos4e(~+ ..,) 
+e  5cos5t (  lz z~ + ...) 
"JI- , , ,  
+ ~, '  +. . . )  
+ ~, '  +. . . )  
+ ,..) 
+ .,.) 
sin(E - t) = es int  ( 1 - 
+ e ~s in2t(   89  ~e 2 + 
+ e ss in3g(  1~-~ ~ s  19.2 + 
+ e4sin4e ( 19 + ...) 
+ e ss in5t (  ~ + ...) 
-[- , , ,  
88 ~ + ~e 4 +. . . )  
, , . )  
, . , )  
2. Knowing that  cosE = cost cos (E -  ~) -s ines in (E  
ecosE = 
-- t), obtain the series 
( - 89 ...) 
+ ,cost(  1 -  ]e~+~, '+. . . )  
+~r   89  ~,~+ ~, '+ . . . )  
+ ~ cos3~ ( ~ - ,-~,~ + ...) 
1 le2  + e 4r  i -  + "")  
+ e~cos5~ ( 125 u~ + ...) 
1- , . .  
by mult ipl icat ion and subtraction of Poisson series. 
3, MAO]! then forms the series r/a = 1 - e cos E. 
7* 
a - -  ( 1 + 89 2 + ...) 
+ er 1+ ~e ' -~ '+. . . )  
+ e2cos2t( - 89 + 89 - 5~, + ...) 
+ ~3~os3e( - i  + N~ + ...) 
+~'cos4e( -~+ ~+ ...) 
+ eScosSe( -~-~ + ...) 
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The positive powers (rla) i come naturally by successive products. 
4. Returning to Kepler's equation, we obtain that a/r= OE/O~., and, hence, by partial 
differentiation f (6.2), the series 
a 
r 
1 
+  r 1_  
"4- e 2cos2~( 1 -  ~e 2 -}- ...) 
+   cos3e( - + ...) 
+ 'cos4l( ...) 
+e ~cosse(~+ ...) 
5. MAOI! obtains cosf = (a/r)(cosE- e) by multiplication ofPoisson series. 
- -  e 2 
§ ecos~( 1 -  ~e 2 + -f~e 4 + ..,) 
+ e2cos2~( 1 - ~e 2 + ~e 4 +. . . )  
+e 3cos3~( ~_  ~25_~ 1-~ + ...) 
q" e4cos4t(  ~ -- ~'~e 2 T . . . )  
+ 65 cos5t ( 625 ~-~ + ...) 
, , ,  
ec~f~ 
Consequently, any multiple cosjf  for j > 2 may be obtained by elementary MAOI[ 
operations from the inductive relation 
cosj f  -- 2 cos f cos(j - 1 ) f -  cos(j -- 2)f. 
7. Timings 
Any discussion of the Connection Machine's potential for symbolic algebra must involve 
measurements of how long it takes MAO!} to produce some of the expansions in Cayley's 
Tables, and comparisons of similar figures for other symbolic processors. MA0!{ was 
matched against its serial cousin MAO and the general purpose system Macsyma, both 
of them running on a Symbolics 3675 workstation with fioating-point accelerator. Since 
many researchers faced with a problem in symbolic algebra first turn to Macsyma, the 
performance measurements in Macsyma provide a reproducible andmark. By contrast, 
MAO has been designed specifically to handle hierarchies of Poisson algebras with max- 
imum efficiency. As a current research tool in computational stronomy, MAO throws a 
stiff challenge to MAO!!. 
These three processors were timed on the developments of the solution to Kepler's 
equation E and a representative function from Cayley's Tables, namely (r/a) 4 cos 5f. All 
developments were carried out in both real and rational arithmetic. Not unexpectedly, 
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these timings indicate general performance tendencies of the processors. For instance, 
both MAO and Macsyma could be speeded up by adding more real memory to the Sym- 
bolics; similarly, MAO!I could be speeded up by running on a larger CM. Both hardware 
platforms, however, seem representative of the resources typically available to the research 
astronomer. All three symbolic processors considered here run in a Lisp environment. In 
this regard, note that the timings were collected without disabling garbage collection -
an indispensable resource for any symbolic processor. Thus, the timings exhibit small 
fluctuations induced by the garbage collector and the paging in virtual memory systems. 
Averaging over a large number of runs would assuredly smooth the data, but it would not 
alter the general trends. 
As far as Macsyma is concerned, we may dismiss it with a few words. In all cases 
tested, Macsyma proved far too slow. Calculations in Macsyma were only executed to 
order 10; going farther would have taken many hours if not days. MAO and MAO!!, on 
the other hand, were able to complete ven the most time-consuming expansion to order 
30 within an hour and a half. 
As expected, the CM is of no help, and even a hindrance, when the series are small. 
Look, for instance, at Figure 6. At low orders, the products in the computation of E 
involve small series with little swell in the intermediate results, and the serial processor 
MAO proves substantially faster. At higher order, the expansion of E in real coefficients 
involves larger expressions, and MAO!! overtakes its serial competitor past order 15. 
The longer the series, the more efficient he CM. Figure 7 confirms this rule of thumb 
by showing that the CM takes more and more of the total run time as the series increase 
in size. The efficiency statistic supplied by the CM timer measures the percentage of 
the total run time during which the front-end keeps the CM busy. Low efficiency means 
that the front-end keeps the CM waiting; conversely, high efficiency indicates that the 
front-end waits for results from CM. This measure, however, must be taken with a grain 
of salt, since it is affected as much by the complexity of the problem as by factors such 
as the ratio of compiled to interpreted code~ the virtual processors ratio, and the volume 
of communication among processors. As a result, the efficiency statistic serves as a useful 
guide while developing and optimizing CM code. 
Figure 8 points to a serious weakness in the CM. MAO!! never catches MAO when 
computing E with rational coefficients. The reason is that MAO enjoys superb facilities for 
rational arithmetic of indefinite length on the Symbolics. Such facilities are not available 
on the CM. No matter how small or large, coefficients in the series must be all of the same 
length. MAO!! wastes much time at low orders in processing small integers embedded 
in exorbitantly large fields, thereby thrashing a tot of insignificant zero bits. This does 
not happen on the Symbolics where the field allocated to an integer is in some fashion 
proportional to its magnitude. 
To confirm that MAO![ handles expeditiously large Poisson series, contrast he cal- 
culation of E with the expansion of a typical series in Cayley's Tables, the function 
(r/a)4cosSf. To start with, the first few terms as calculated by MAO serve to check 
results obtained on the CM. From the partial results below, the reader will already sense 
that the series is definitely more complex than the solution of Kepler's equation. 
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Fig. 8, E with rations] coefficients 
e 5 cos 5/' = _ 6~ 8 
8501.8 + ecos~( +-~-T~ +. . . )  
+ ( _ + +...) 
6695 -4 + eScos5~ ( 1 - 20e 2 + -~-~ + ...) 
"Jr .o. 
The timings for the product (r/a) 4 cos 5f assume that the factors r/a and cosy have 
already been obtained. Figures 9 and 10 show that MAO![ significantly outperforms its 
serial cousin MAO in both real and rational arithmetic. MAC)!! does far better with 
rational coefficients, and this in spite of the Lisp machine's superiority in rational arith- 
metic. Since the coefficients in the factors are already large, MAO loses its advantage in
computing on small coefficients. In addition, MAO!! spreads the high cost of rational 
operations over many processors, thereby gaining over MAO more than in the case of 
real coefficients, Parallel operations with real numbers produces maller gains, since the 
operations are less expensive. At high order, the curve for MAO!] becomes teeper due to 
increased virtualization of the CM. A naive extrapolation i Figure 9 would suggest that 
the curves will intersect, a misleading conclusion. Experience gained while collecting these 
timings suggests thai; the gap will remain constant as the curve for MAO also increases in 
slope. 
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8. Conclusions 
The trials described in Section 7 bring promising evidence that massively parallel pro- 
cessors present a unique opportunity for computational stronomers. Obviously, current 
research problems in celestial mechanics appear far too large for general purpose systems 
such as Macsyma. Special purpose systems running on serial machines, like MAO, can 
handle medium-sized problems, but even implementing MAO on more powerful sequential 
machines will not be enough. Tackling the large problems in celestial mechanics requires 
the economies of scale that only massively parallel processing can offer. By exploiting the 
natural parallelism in symbolic manipulation, the CM may allow the astronomer to push 
his analytical theories to much higher order than was done previously. 
Indeed, SIMD processors seem particularly well-suited to Poisson series manipulation, 
since they permit the parallel algorithms to mimic rather closely what an algebraist does by 
hand at his desk. The programming style of massively parallel processor eliminates thorny 
issues which are the bane of MIMD systems - -  namely, how to split up the calculations 
and how to synchronize the independent pieces. 
Symbolic manipulation on SIMD machines will certainly benefit from more mature 
technology. Given a Connection Machine composed of more powerful processing elements, 
one could expect *Lisp and PARIS software mulating a hypercube network of miniature 
Lisp machines. Thus, the researcher could enjoy the features, like rational arithmetic 
and object-oriented programming, which lighten his programming burden in the Lisp 
environment. 
Without a doubt, MAC)!! also needs to mature. The series representation and alge- 
braic algorithms, as they now stand, call for improvement. Furthermore, MAC)l! needs 
to become more abstract -- the underlying concept of Poisson series is too narrow. Ide- 
ally, MAO!!  should manipulate algebraic hierarchies of polynomials or Fourier series over 
domains of coefficients which are themselves algebras of various types. We feel that our 
successful experiment in recalculating and extending Cayley's Tables justifies further in- 
vestment in MAO!!. 
The expertise, ncouragement, and suggestions of Dr. Shannon L. Coffey at the Naval Research 
Laboratory were indispensable. Dr. Bruce Miller of the National Institute for Standards and Tech- 
nology's Center for Applied Mathematics supplied the Lisp machine version f MAO. Dr. Henry 
Dardy at the Naval Research Laboratory provided access to the Connection Machine Facility, and 
Mr. Robert Whaley of Thinking Machines Corporation patiently answered all questions concerning 
CM hardware and software. Partial support for this research came from the Computational nd 
Applied Mathematics Program at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
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